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ON A CONJECTURE OF GRAHAM

Shi Ming Wei and Young Bae Jun

Let -A be a finite sequence of n positive integers < a2 < ... < an. 
Graham [2] has conjectured that max(a2/(at, tij)} > n. The conjecture 

has been verified in some special cases (see references).
In this paper we verify the conjecture in 나iree cases.
A prime p is called a prime factor of A if p is a prime factor of some 

Denote by P(at) (resp. P(A)) the set of all prime factors of at 
(resp. A).

Theorem 1. If P(ak)= 骚内，…，孔} for some a、and at 丰 
P，占호…P%妇 fori 击/丄•…4 > 03 then max{al/(at,aJ)} > n.

Proof. Let at = 領…卩；也 for all at where 219z2,…打$ > 0 and 
P2, …, Ps \ 妃 Then bt + for '녀二 3 and 嵐 = 1. So max{?>t/(i)8, b7)} > 
n. Since

at/(al5aj) = 3方？…卩汕)/(，；说…片妃出对…此他)

= (p： 席… p；아2/(3：疗 …卩丄出’配히…吋)(妃 S)) 

善/(")

for all i打,it follows that max(at/(at,a,)} > max{h/(妃饥)} > n.

COROLLARY 2. Suppose that A contains a prime power pd with the 
prope호ty: 4 + Pkaj 녀二 j and fc > 0. Then max(at/(at,a,)} > n.

Following corollary 2, we have

COROLLARY 3 ([5]). Let A be p-simple for a prime p 尹 2 and 
suppose that A contains a prime power aj- = pd (d > 0). Then 
max(aJ/(aj,aJ)) > n.
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LEMMA 4 ([4]). If F is a finite collection of sets then the number of 
distinct differences of members of F is at least as large as the number 
of members of F.

Theorem 5. Let P(A) = (pi,p2,-^Pm} and let a, = p^p^—Pm 
for all a“ If nonzero numbers of {lj, 2“ are equal for all p3, 
then 1平区{务/(缶，<勺)} > n.

為 —

P^oof. Let E = {p £ F(시 : P I fli), i — 1,2,Then a, = a3 
if and only if 氏=1匕 for all iyj. Clearly 列，形，…,孩 are n different 
sets. It follows from Lemma 4 that the number of different members 
of {码、与:2,7 = 1,2,…,n} is at least as large as n. Since = 
(p € P(A) : p I and since Ft \ Fj = Fh \ Fk if and
only if at/(at^aj)=诳/(a旳％) for 1 < z, j, 4, < n, it follows that 
{4/(어》%) : i,j = 1,2, contains at least n different numbers. 
Thus. max{a,/(at, at)} > n.

COROLLARY 6 ([4]). If the members of A are squarefree integers 
then max{缶/((如勺)} > n.

Theorem 7. Zf[ai,a2,...,an] j [l,2,...,n], then

max{a,/(a„aj)) > n

where …，如]=幻…,如}.

Pmof. Suppose f [1,2, Then there exists some
ak such that at \ [1,2,Let P(A) = (pi,p2,--^Pm} and = 
P?P乒…P*・ Then there exists pp such that 黄，{ (1,2，•..，끼. Hence 
Psa > n- Since (ai,a2? —9«n) = 1, we have (ps^at) = 1 for some at, 
하id hence = 1. Thus 짜:/(이'缶) > > n, and therefore,
max{ai/(aI?aj)) > n.
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